
 

Chamak- The Shyning 720p movie download utorrent is a latest Bollywood movie released in 2013. This movie has been
released by Blue planet Entertainments and R.D. Films Pvt. Ltd.. It was directed by Deva katta and produced by Lokesh Dixit,
Krishika Lulla, Ajay Dixit and Sunil Shah. The main casts of the film are Varun Dhawan, Nargis Fakhri, Rajpal Yadav, Kunaal
Roy Kapur, Suha Gezen and Monica Gill. This movie has got the rating of 5.8/10 by IMDb. Blue planet Entertainments and
R.D. Films Pvt. Ltd.. released the first look poster of Chamak- The Shyning 720p movie download utorrent on 4 February 2013
through its official facebook page, which was designed by Rajesh Yadav. The trailer of the film was released on 13 February
2013 through its official youtube channel, which received 3 million views within 5 days after certified by youtube, this is the 1st
time any Bollywood movie trailer got certified in big numbers. The trailer of the film was also released on 13 February 2013
through its official youtube channel, which received 4 million views within 5 days after certified by youtube, this is the 1.5st
time any Bollywood movie trailer got certified in big numbers. The film released on 25 March 2013. The film has been shot in
various locations like Mumbai and Cyprus. Chamak- The Shyning 720p movie download utorrent has a story of a guy who loves
to dance and wants to become a famous dancer, however he gets heart broken after falling in love with girl from Switzerland
and don't want to face the world again until he meets a girl from Nepal who changes his life forever as well as his ways of
thinking. The movie has been shot in various locations like Mumbai and Cyprus. The music of this movie is composed by
Mehboob and it has been released on Zee Music Company. The sound track was well received and it got the rating of 4/5 stars
by Glamsham Magazine. The lyrics for this song has been written by Raftaar, Sunidhi Chauhan, Shreyas Sakhuja, Sweta
Ganguly and Jyoti Noorananchi. The film received positive critical review from critics due to its excellent screenplay and
direction but the film failed to create a great impact in the Box office at any cost due to its weak story line and average script
writing. 
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